Learning at Home
with Centennial Infant and Child Centre
Stay at Home Songs
Singing songs with your child is a great way to connect, learn routines, practice
vocabulary, mimic patterns, and have fun! Below is a link to the ConnectAbility website,
which lists a ton of songs as well as a recording of how to sing them, printable lyrics,
and even prop ideas to include with the song.
https://connectability.ca/2014/07/17/creative-circle-time-music-stories-games/
Songs can be used to help children through routines. An example could be: “This is
the way we brush our teeth, brush our teeth, brush our teeth”. Make up your own words
to songs with a familiar tune like ABC. Singing to or with your child can support them
through routines and let them know what will happen next in a fun way.
Use songs to cue movement in your child. Songs like If You’re Happy and You Know
It and I’m in the Mood for Singing, can encourage your child to clap their hands, shake
their bodies, shout hooray. Start by using movements that are natural to your child, then
encourage them to do more challenging movements if they are engaged in the song.
Add gestures to your songs. For example, when singing Head and Shoulders point to
each body part as you sing their names.
Repeat the same songs often. It may take children many repetitions to understand or
be able to sing along. When your child knows the song well, try stopping in the middle
and see if your child continues. Or you can sing the wrong words to the song and see if
your child notices.
Use props as you are singing. If you are singing The Wheels on the Bus use a toy
bus to point out the wheels, the lights, the doors, etc. Props can help to engage children
in the song, and also connect real life objects to the words of the song. You can also
use visuals by printing out images from the internet or getting children to make visuals
and props with you.
Use or make simple musical instruments to include with your songs. You can
encourage movement by shaking shakers, banging drums or pots and pans, or just
moving hands with a bell or rattle attached. Encourage your children to “Shake it up
high, shake it down low, shake it fast, shake it slow”.
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